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Cast of Characters and Costumes
Principal Pine:	A fun-loving, happy-go-lucky school principal, probably female. This role may be
played by a student or an adult—maybe even your actual school principal! Wears
professional attire, plus a bit of flair for the holidays. Despite being somewhat
absentminded, Pine manages to keep things running smoothly, and always
remembers to have a bit of fun with the kids along the way.
DJ Jinglez with a Z:	A popular local DJ with a ton of confidence! The students get a kick out of his
(or her) cool attitude, hip lingo, and festive collection of holiday music. Wears
contemporary clothes with a colorful jacket or hoodie and a stylish hat.
Students:	There are 20 assigned speaking parts, each with a handful of lines. The lines may
be divided among even more students, or combined to feature fewer performers.
Any number of additional students may be added—singing, dancing, and reacting
throughout. The entire cast is dressed for a wintertime dance or an after school
assembly. Encourage performers to wear holiday colors, or consider making official
Karaoke Christmas t-shirts to create uniformity.

Setting and Props
It’s so simple! Karaoke Christmas takes place in a school, so your normal school surroundings will be
perfect. You’ll want to display plenty of holiday/wintertime decorations to create a festive party atmosphere,
and possibly even hang a Karaoke Christmas banner in center stage.
Choose a prominent location (or locations) for the DJ and Principal Pine—perhaps up on a platform or
multiple platforms up center, off to one side, or both! A large Christmas stocking (filled with song titles)
hangs from the DJ’s table, which can be topped with sound equipment such as a record turntable,
CD player, receiver, mixer, etc. Principal Pine carries a clipboard and occasionally dons reading glasses.
Additionally, a microphone on a stand or lectern would anchor Pine’s primary position.
The majority of the cast is scattered throughout the entire performance area on risers, the floor, everywhere!
When students have spoken lines, be sure to bring them forward, and don’t hesitate to create new
formations for every song.
A couple of dance props are mentioned in the choreography notes, but are not required—colorful
silk scarves for “Believe” and large plastic candy canes if you choose the alternate choreography for
“Sparklejollytwinklejingley,” which is available on Alfred’s Lift Me Up! Choral Movement DVD (38171).

alfred.com/classroom
Please visit our website for more information on all
of Alfred’s elementary musicals, songbooks, and
classroom materials.
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3. FROSTY
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SNOWMAN
3.8.Frosty
BAKE the
OFF FINALEn

Arranged by
KIRBY SHAW

Words and Music by
STEVE NELSON and JACK ROLLINS

Pop Rock (q = ca. 160)
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6. JINGLE
6. JingleBELL
BellROCK
Rock
Arranged by
ALAN BILLINGSLEY

Words and Music by
JOE BEAL and JIM BOOTHE

Ad lib excitement
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